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High Density 2U Storage Server

Product Data Sheet

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Inspur NF5266M5 is a 2U2S rack-mount server designed for 
meeting the stringent requirements of CSP, enterprise, and 
telecommunication services with the latest of Intel® Xeon® 
scalable processor. The product is designed to provide high 
network bandwidth, high computing performance, large memory 
and storage capacity, all in a compact form factor that is ideal for 
customers who are pushing for the highest compute-storage 
density in the area of business intelligence, financial services, public 
cloud and private cloud applications.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Performance: Powered by the latest Intel Xeon 
Scalable Processor with support for NVMe, the 
system delivers more compute performance 
and storage IOPS than previous generation of 
storage servers.

Scalability: In addition to its flexible and high 
storage capacity, the server supports multiple 
networking capabilities up to 100Gb/s and 
OCP/PHY as well as various PCIe expansion 
options.

 

Usability: The implementation of Inspur’s unique 
intelligent control technology and advanced 
air-cooling system ensure optimal operating 
environment thereby minimizing downtime. 

Manageability: Inspur’s power management 
technology allows users to accurately monitor 
and control system power consumption. With 
Node Manager 4.0, comprehensive power 
management and control can be effectively 
implemented to further improve the energy 
efficiency of the overall IT infrastructure.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Item  

Form Factor  

Processor   

  

Chipset   

Memory   

    

Storage   
  

Storage controller
  

Network port 
  

  

I/O expansion

Ports
    

Fan

Operating system   

Operating environment    

  

Safety certifications  

   
Weight   

    

2U Rackmount Server, 446mm (W) x 88mm (H) x 850mm (D)

Up to 2x Intel® Xeon® Processor Scalable Family

Maximum TDP: 165W

Interconnection: 2x UPI interconnection links up to 10.4GT/s per link, maximum L3 cache of 30.25 MB

Intel C622 series

Supports up to 12 DIMMs; each processor supports 6 memory channels, maximum DIMM speed of 2933 MT/s

Two processors support up to 12×64GB DIMMs, maximum capacity of 768GB

Supports RDIMM, LRDIMM; DIMMS support ECC, memory mirroring, and memory rank sparing

Front nodes: Supports up to 24* 3.5″ hard drives

Rear nodes: Supports up to 4* 2.5″ hard drives

Internal nodes: 2* M.2 SSDs; supports SAS/SATA/SSD

SATA controller on motherboard, supports RAID 0/1/5/10

NVMe controller interface on motherboard configurable with Intel NVMe RAID key

Supports multiple external RAID card/SAS card configurations according to user choice

Supports 1* OCP card or 1* PHY card

PHY: Supports 2*/4* cards at a 1 Gb/10 Gb network port configuration

OCP: Supports 1*/2* cards at a 10 Gb/25 Gb network port configuration

Standard PCIe Ethernet card: Supports 1/10/25/40/100 Gb

Supports up to 4* standard PCIe slots and 1* OCP/PHY card slot

Riser module 1 expands to 2* PCIe3.0 x16 ports

Riser module 2 expands to 2* PCIe3.0 x8 ports

Front (chassis ports): 1* VGA port + 2* USB3.0 ports

Rear: 1* VGA port + 2* USB3.0 ports + 1* RJ45 dedicated BMC management network port

5* hot-swappable N+1 redundant 6038 fans

Power supply Supports 2* 800W/1300W PSUs, 1+1 redundancy

Supports Windows Server/ Red Hat/ SUSE/ Centos/ Oracle Linux etc.

Operating Temperature: 10℃ -35℃  

Storage & Transportation Temperature: -40℃ -60℃  

Operating Humidity: 20％ -80％ relative humidity

Storage & Transportation Humidity: 20％ -93％ (40℃) relative humidity

FCC, UL, CE, CB, CCC

Full configuration gross weight: 60kg 

(Gross weight includes: Host + Packing Box + Rails + Accessory Box)  

System management 1* dedicated 1000 Gb network port for IPMI2.0 remote management

Model: NF5266M5
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